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Presenter
Presentation Notes
[eric]Intro: Self + Evan Cobb Manager Client RelationshipsNEXT Data & Insights team … part of Informa H&N … partner with SSW and Nat Prod Insider publicationExciting and challenging times … cpg landscape is shifting … Big is being challenged by smallRetail landscape is changingConsumer attitudes are shiftingAll of this is impacting your clients' and your businessesData can be a competitive advantage, but it can also be hard to come byWhat we will cover:Audience: Ingredient CompaniesTopics: using data to drive innovation and salesJob Responsibilities: Innovators, Prospecting, Sales Conversion, Client Retention
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Data can be a competitive advantage.
 The market is changing, are you paving the road or being left behind?

 As finished goods manufacturers respond to changing consumer demands 
ingredient suppliers must anticipate these needs or risk losing out to 
competitors.

 The challenge is they are often one to two steps removed from direct 
observations of marketplace needs.

 In this dynamic and changing market data is key to helping companies 
elevate their decision-making process and drive business growth.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[eric]As the market shifts … consumer demands shift and so do the needs of finished goods manufacturersGreater risk today that if you are not anticipating the needs of the market that you may lose out to competitorsChallenge = often one or two steps removed from direct observations of the market's needsIn this dynamic and changing market, data is key to improving decision-making and driving growth
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Creative solutions exist that can deliver 
the knowledge you are seeking.
Agenda for Today
 Discuss the innovative ways 

marketers, sales professionals 
and client services teams are 
using marketplace research 
data to improve decision 
making, create competitive 
advantage, and win—and 
retain—new business. 

The Power of Data
 Create first mover advantage
 Identify and act on 

opportunities sooner
 Improve decision making
 Create confidence among 

decision makers
 Improve sales process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Evan]Creative solutions using data – more than a syndicated, data dump that may not be relevant.How you can tell a story, give conviction, sell more using data.Power of data – more than a gut feel.  Data driven decisions.  Improve sales process – optimize business practices because data.Create first mover advantage – gain control of resources / Identify and act on opportunities soonerImprove decision making – more than a majority vote from a biased party, or gut feel.Create confidence among decision makers – investors, board members, upper management.Improve sales process – refine sales tactics by using relevant, statistically reliable data.  
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Questions that inspire and frustrate…

How do I win in a competitive market?

Where can I 
find new 
business 
growth?

Are there new 
markets for 
my existing 
products?

How do I win and retain 
clients?

How can I 
improve sales 
conversion?

What gives 
my product a 
competitive 
advantage?

Where should I place my R&D 
investments?

Where is the 
market 

headed?

What trends 
will my clients 
be formulating 

for next?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[evan]Questions that keep you up at night…may cause you to feel defeated.  We turn this feeling into inspiration…you don’t have to have all the answers.  Data can help.Competitive market: Natural & Organic products market is expected to be a $250B industry by 2025…how do you win in a competitive market?  Market size by food ingredients is about $300B.  Food, beverage, supplements, personal care, etc.Where can I find new business growth?  New customer, new product?Are there new markets for my existing products?New business growth: CBD, Functional Food & Bev.
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Introducing: NEXT Data & Insights
 Helps companies use market and consumer intelligence to make 

and improve data-driven decisions and prioritize innovation efforts.

 Provides forward-looking, predictive solutions for successful 
innovation and maximum Return On Innovation Investment (ROII).

 Uses proprietary data and market intelligence for unique insights 
into health, wellness, and natural products.

 Improves decision-making and helps identify “What’s NEXT?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[eric]Why are we specifically here to talk with you about data today?NEXT D&I team … innovation, trends and insights consulting to Nat Prod IndustryHelps companies use market and consumer intelligence to make and improve data-driven decisions and prioritize innovation efforts.Provides forward-looking, predictive solutions for successful innovation and maximum Return On Innovation Investment (ROII).Uses proprietary data and market intelligence for unique insights into health, wellness, and natural products.Improves decision-making and helps identify “What’s NEXT?”
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The Global 
Network For 
Health & 
Nutrition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[eric]We sit in a unique position to leverage insider perspective on global H&N leveraging assets, data, and knowledge from across The informa H&N network



Innovation: 
Build Leadership, Innovate Faster, 
Support Your Most Innovative Clients 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Innovation: Webster’s dictionary defines innovation as: the introduction of something new; a new idea, method, or device : NOVELTY.Many of us in the industry because of the ability to change….improve the status quo.  Adoption curve moves faster and faster…Scenario: You are in charge of innovation at an ingredient company.  You’re always looking for “what’s NEXT?”….You want to regularly test product ideas with your ingredient to assess interest in variations, prioritize new product development resources, or decide which concepts to refine before moving to the next stage of development.   You may use consumer research to answer questions such as:Which innovations or new product ideas have the highest and lowest consumer interest?  Can I define benchmarks to predict in market success of a new product?  purchase intent, market prediction?Which trends are picking up momentum?What consumer segments are most likely to purchase particular variations?Which regions across the U.S. are most likely to consider this?Assess existing products performance through a consumer lens.  You might decide adding new ingredients to your portfolio is a good idea and not difficult.
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Differentiate: Consumer Led Innovation
By systematically testing variations on key topics and manifestations of relevant trends, you can build 
a proprietary knowledge base that informs your innovation strategy.

Proprietary Concept Map

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You are in charge of innovation at an ingredient company.  You want to regularly test product ideas with your ingredient to assess interest in marketing variations, prioritize new product development resources, or decide which concepts to refine before moving to the next stage of development. For example, if you are a grain company, you could be interested in testing ideal like smoked rice, or various varietals. You may use consumer research to answer questions such as:Which innovations have the highest and lowest consumer interest?Which trends are picking up momentum?What consumer segments are most likely to purchase particular variations?In this example, we used Concept Lab.  Concept Lab is a survey NEXT does every month.  1000 US consumers that represent the US adult population see 40 concepts. They are asked to predict the success (in points) of each product. This leverages the wisdom of crowds to predict market success of products.  They are then asked whether they, themselves, would purchase the product. Results can be looked at by consumer segment, geography and a variety of other variables. In this example, each month, you test multiple concepts that include your ingredient. Over time, you develop a database of information that gives you a clear idea of what consumers will purchase. Clients receive a report for each concept tested that includes competitive benchmarks, results by consumer segment, and a summary of verbatims. 
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Anticipate Client Needs: Identify 
Emerging Ingredient Trends
By leveraging innovation data you can identify opportunities to expand your product portfolio or initiate 
or prioritize innovation investments to ensure you are ready to meet client needs.
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*Includes derived and observed compound/ingredient presence.
Source: NEXT Trend Database

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are formulators going to be asking for? Do you have the ingredients and formats you need? E.g., clean label gums to replace lightening rod ingredients [share trend hierarchy, innovating with greater depth]Are ingredients entering a new category? Get your R&D team working to optimize ingredients for use in new applications/formats (e.g., water soluble CBD for the drink market) To provide insights that help ingredient suppliers formulate and sell ingredients that meet the demand of finished goods manufacturers in the evolving natural products industry.Opportunities as seen through emerging ingredientsOpportunities as seen through emerging categories of high-volume ingredients and see unique opportunities in supps, Food & bev, pet care, home goods, cosmeticsHesperidin: a citrus bio-flavonoid can be used for blood vessel conditions like poor circulation (cosmetics)Resveratrol: a polyphenol thought to act like an antioxidant (waters and functional coffee)Choline: an essential nutrient (similar to b vitamins) used in to in brain health, memory, focus and energy products (delay fatigue in endurance sports among other things … supports healthy DNA synthesis and a healthy nervous system (pet food, fortified kids yogurt and milks)



Prospecting:
Stay One Step Ahead of Your 
Competitors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prospecting: the act of looking forward; a potential buyer or customer.  Scenario: You work an ingredient company and have a portfolio of several different ingredients.  You need to understand where to place your R&D investment based on marketplace trends and new use occasions for all ingredients.  You may use consumer research to answer questions such as:How should you prioritize?  How do you anticipate client needs?What trends are my clients formulating for?How do you find new buyers?
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Find New Buyers and Applications: 
Get There First
By looking at what ingredients are being used in what types of products, you can identify new buyers and 
new applications. Monitoring this may just give you the competitive advantage your sales team needs.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consumer receptivity to concepts, trends, and ingredientsAsses consumer receptivity to topicsChart of ingredient distribution across categories of high-volume ingredients that demonstrates emerging category opportunities (like coconut where coconut oil is emerging in feminine hygiene products and wipes for example)



Sales Conversion:
Support Consumer Led Innovation 
and Formulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scenario: you oversee the sales division at an ingredient company, and always working to understand how to provide your sales team with the most compelling information to support their efforts.You may use consumer research to answer questions such as:    First:What attribute options should I consider for my product?  Gluten free, KETO, plant-based, etc.How do attributes impact product evaluation and purchase decisions?  Who’s looking?How do shoppers prioritize product attributes to make a purchase decision?  What’s the first thing they look for?Second:   After assessing attributes to increase sales, what about adding your ingredient to something already out there…to improve a product?
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Differentiate via Formulator Support
Equip your sales teams with insights into the consumer decision rules which influence evaluation of 
products with your ingredients. Give innovators and confidence that they are making the right 
ingredient decisions.
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Anticipate your 
different client’s target 
consumer and design 
the survey to ensure 

you can present 
results for their 

audience.

Perform TURF 
Analysis to help your 
client design products 

and attribute claim 
sets with maximum 

reach.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intended Use: The results of this research effort are designed to be used to aid conversations between client Sales Teams and their clients and prospects.Goal: The goal of this research is to equip client’s Sales Teams with insight into the consumer decision rules which influence evaluation of product attributes when making product evaluation and purchase decisions.This deck will help client answer the following questions from clients and prospects:What attribute options should I consider for my product?How do attributes impact product evaluation and purchase decisions?What considerations should I take into account when I explore my attribute options?What is most important for my consumer target?
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Control Vs. Test
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Formula
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Demonstrate the Value of your Ingredient
Improve your first call deck by bringing consumer survey research that demonstrates sales impact 
your ingredient can have in your client’s products.

Client product tested with and without your ingredient Demonstrate that your ingredient significantly 
improves consumer perceptions of 
uniqueness and purchase intent

Control w/o Your Ingredient Test w/Your Ingredient
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You are a sales person at an ingredient company that wants to add data to your sales deck to increase your number of closes. You want to be armed with data that says adding a specific ingredient to your product will increase sales. You incorporate consumer research into service packages for your clients. You may use research to answer questions such as:Will adding my ingredient to an existing product (or multiple) increase its sales?Will describing my ingredient in a certain way improve sales?



Client Retention:
Differentiate by Helping Your Clients 
Win in Market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scenario:  you work at an ingredients company and want to add value to your customer relationship.  How can you help them win?What consumer research can you equip your clients with to help them keep existing customers and gain new ones?  What type of claims or certifications would keep your audience happy, and bring in a new consumer – incremental sales.Analysis of relevant claims and certs.E.g. just because GF is popular, it doesn’t need to go on a can of sparkling water.
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Differentiate Through Marketing Support
Use consumer research to create service packages that help support your clients. Optimize: 
packaging, pricing, or benefits communications hierarchy

47% 12% 10% 4%
Safety/Quality Eco/Sustainability Organic/NonGMO Gluten Free

TURF Analysis: Total Consumers Total Reach

76%

73%

Incremental Unduplicated Reach of Each Additional Certification

Source: NEXT 2019 Certifications Micro Survey utilizing a generally representative convenience sample of 900 US Consumers.

Analysis of Certification Types: Which are most relevant and how do you use certifications to send a 
relevant message to the largest number of consumers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
use consumer research to create service packages that help support your clients, e.g., optimize packaging, pricing research, benefits hierarchy, etc. … use certifications as an example? Show pricing and branding While there are a lot of ways to combine multiple certifications to improve your reach, and the most relevant certification types may vary by product category. Here are two examples that rose to the top of our analysis.



Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[eric]
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Conclusion
 Market research data can be used to support and 

differentiate your business in a competitive environment.
– Innovators: refine and expand your portfolio, consider consumer lead 

innovation.
– Prospectors: discover new markets and clients for your product.
– Sales: use data to create buyer confidence and close sales.
– Client Retention: provide consumer intelligence and marketing support to 

your clients.

 NEXT has solutions to give your business a marketplace 
advantage.  

 Get curious, get creative.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[eric]Mkt rsch data to create comp advantageInnovatorsProspectorsSalesClient RetentionNEXT has solutions to give your business a marketplace advantageGet curious / get creative.



Eric Pierce
VP of Business Insights

epierce@newhope.com
www.linkedin.com/in/ericjpierce/

Evan Cobb
Manager Client Relationships

evan.cobb@informa.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/evancobb87/

Thank you!
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